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Call for end to dock conflict
Container shipping faces critical turning point
Loads of cars from Malmö to Sundsvall and Umeå
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EDITORIAL

Dear customer,
During recent months we have experienced
increasing problems in the global container
shipping system, which are leading to several
delivery failures and problems with keeping
the supply chain running in a decent way.
Ocean carriers have dramatically cut
capacity and rates and surcharges have
skyrocketed. The fact is that many
deliveries have not been possible to make,
since carriers have rejected several
bookings due to capacity shortage. For the
deliveries made, the cost level has increased
very steeply. Actually to levels where some
export deals no longer makes sense.
The root cause is of course the massive
consolidation among container carriers
and the restructuring into new companies
and alliances, with new joint loops.
The number of independent operators is
rapidly shrinking from a previous level of

around 18 players down to around 9.
These 9 players are grouped into 3
alliances, with joint sailings within each
alliance. In this restructuring process,
carriers have taken out a large share of
the capacity – so the capacity shortage is
not due to a boom in volumes, but rather
to reduced capacity.
Considering the huge losses made by
ocean carriers, it is understandable that
restructuring is needed to enable traffic
with larger and more cost-competitive
vessels. The problem for shippers is that
the restructuring period takes a relatively
long time and there is great uncertainty
as to the levels at which freight rates will
stabilize after the peak. And when
capacity is adjusted to a more suitable
level. In my view, it should be possible to
come back to a more normal situation in
May. But that remains to be seen!
The New SCA
Within the SCA group things are changing
and as you can read in this issue it has been
proposed that SCA is to be split into two separately listed companies. The Forest Industry
part, to which SCA Logistics belong, will
be the new SCA, while the hygiene products part will take a new company name.
The idea is to get more focus into each part’s
different development needs and make the
companies easier to evaluate for investors.
Hygiene Products they have adjusted
their future strategy to include not only
hygiene, but also health products, as a

new additional growth area (the recent
major acquisition of BSN Medical is part
of the new strategy).
SCA’s shareholders will decide on this
historic proposal at the Annual General
Meeting on April 5th in Stockholm. The
major owners have already declared that
they are in favour of the proposal to list
two separate companies.
For us at SCA Logistics, this will not
change our daily business. We will still be
a separate unit within SCA and still report
to the Forest Products HQ in Sundsvall
(which will in future be the new SCA’s
corporate HQ). Regarding development
of our logistics operations, we have
always been fairly treated in relation to
the other industries and allowed to develop
our business ourselves. I do not foresee
any change in that respect.
As regards our transport cooperation
with hygiene products, it is our ambition
to continue to cooperate after the split.
Finally I would like to thank all our
customers for your continued support and
wish you a very nice Easter holiday!
Best regards,

Magnus Svensson,
President SCA Sourcing and Logistics
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Dialogue for better
health and safety
As part of the ZERO programme, the annual goal and development dialogue has had a special
section on health and safety for all SCA employees since 2016. This is one of the elements in the
work we are doing to improve the safety culture at the company with the objective of halving the
number of accidents that necessitate sick leave by 2018.
The purpose of the health and safety
dialogue is to create a more detailed
discussion around the three focus areas work
environment, education and development

“We have introduced putting
health and safety matters
at the top of the agenda”.
and personal goals relating to health and
safety with regard to the physical and mental
work environment. The goals are set on a
yearly basis.
“Examples of goals might include taking
part in a safety inspection, being given
training or helping to draw up critical
procedures,” says Caroline Ytterström,
HR Manager SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

Towards new targets with
a zero tolerance vision
Goal attainment at SCA Sourcing &
Logistics was a hundred per cent in 2016.
Every employee has had a health and safety
dialogue that includes setting personal goals
and drawing up an action plan focusing on
health and safety. These will be followed
up during new dialogues in 2017.
“We have also introduced putting health
and safety matters at the top of the agenda

as a matter of routine at all internal
meetings,” Caroline Ytterström goes on.
“This is beginning to give results and we
can see that important questions are taken
up, for example risk observations and
check-ups for our people who travel when
they come home again. Questions that help
us set new targets and work towards our
vision of no accidents necessitating sick
leave stated in the ZERO programme,”
says Caroline Ytterström.

POSITIVE EFFECTS FROM ZERO
Extended impact hammer measures after work accident.
Measures taken within the framework of the ZERO project have contributed to a safer work
environment at Munksund mill following a workplace accident. An extended impact hammer
and new routines make service and maintenance possible in a way that reduces the risk of
employees burning themselves on hot sand. This is one of our good examples of how ZERO
is leading to an improved safety culture at the company.

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöqvist.
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EXPERIENCE OF
HEAVIER TRUCKS IS POSITIVE

“Sweden has long transportation distances to its main markets both
inside and outside the country. Making transportation more efficient with
heavier, longer vehicles in our region as well would impact transportation
buyers in a positive direction and strengthen competitiveness
throughout the country,” says Urban Häggkvist, Manager Nordic
Forwarding at SCA Logistics.

– Approx. 10–15% reduction in emissions with
heavier trucks
– Fewer trucks on the roads
– Greater road safety
– Smarter use of the infrastructure
– No infrastructure investments needed
– Lower logistics costs
– Strengthens Sweden’s competitiveness

Limited road network
prevents sustainable logistics
The highest permitted gross tonnage for trucks in Sweden is to be raised from 64 to 74 tons. Allowing
a truck to load more freight on every trip is a way to make transportation by road more efficient.
Greenhouse gases decrease by up to fifteen per cent and there will be lower wear to the roads because
the heavier rigs have more axles. SCA Logistics’ Manager Nordic Forwarding, Urban Häggkvist, is
positive to the change, but wants to see more high gross roads to drive on.
In the National Transport Administration’s
study, the permitted heavier network is
prohibited to the industry along the entire
Swedish coastline. The heavier trucks will
instead have to operate within five defined
areas. The total distance is slightly less
than 8,000 kilometres, equivalent to about
eight per cent of the state-owned road
network.
“For the change to really do any good,
the road network must be large enough
to drive heavier loads on. The proposal

does not benefit the climate because it only
covers a tiny part of the road network. Nor
is it profitable because it makes functional
logistics where different transport modes
interact impossible,” Urban Häggkvist says.
Transportation and logistics
costs affect goods’ value
The purpose of the change is to make
the forest industry’s road transportation
more efficient, where rail and ship are not
options, and strengthen the Swedish haul-

age industry’s competitiveness with the
intention to create more jobs and economic
development. Urban Häggkvist emphasises
the importance of benefiting all industrial
clusters in the country, and that all industries are in equally great need of efficient
logistics.
“The proposal does not contain any
roads that can be used for relevant goods
flows along the coast. This is not due to
the roads’ condition, but to the fact that
we have good possibilities to transport

There will be no effect unless the
permitted road network is bigger
The limited road network is also an obstacle as regards Swedish haulage companies’
investment in truck rigs for 74 tons. Urban
Häggkvist has been in contact with two
of the major players and both say that the
road network must be opened up more if
the proposal is to have any impact in the
industry.
“There will likely not be many hauliers
investing in new, heavier trucks if the
permitted network is as small as the
government proposes. This is probably
because the new vehicles will be heavier and
will thus be forced to carry less cargo on
the roads that are not open to 74-ton traffic.

If a larger network is made available,
prospects might look different. As things
stand, the haulage companies are not even
considering the new regulation because so

residual products that are used as biofuel.
Heavier trucks mean that fewer trucks are
needed and this helps to make transportation more efficient in both an economic

“For the change to really do any good, the road network
must be large enough to drive heavier loads on”.
few roads are included at present,” Urban
Häggkvist goes on.
74-ton trucks strengthen the
Swedish forest industry
The Swedish Forest Industries Federation has been fighting for an increase in
trucks’ gross weight for a long time. The
new 74-ton trucks will primarily be used
to transport forest products and thereby
strengthen the jobs in Sweden’s forest
industry and contribute to making every
transportation of timber more efficient.
The transportation concerns both driving
timber out of the forest and transporting

and an environmental perspective.
“Sweden has long transportation
distances to its main markets both
inside and outside the country. Making
transportation more efficient with
heavier, longer vehicles in our region as
well would impact transportation buyers
in a positive direction and strengthen
competitiveness throughout the country,”
he rounds off.
The amendments to the legislation
to allow 74-ton trucks came into
effect on 1 March 2017.

Broad service to
Europe’s main markets continues
A new year means new vessel contracts and routes. With the effects of a concluded tender and
continuing consolidation in the break bulk market, SCA Logistics is focusing strongly on maintaining
it’s broad, reliable services from northern Sweden out into the world.
“We have created a good transport
arrangement that ensures that freight
arrives at the right location and the right
destination in a cost-effective way.

“We have created a good
transport arrangement”.

“In addition to continuing to be able to offer marine
services to the major markets in Europe, we ship to
the USA with break bulk,” says Magnus Wikström,
Head of Marine Transportation at SCA Logistics.

In addition to continuing to be able to
offer marine services to the major
markets in Europe, we also ship break
bulk to the USA,” says Magnus Wikström,
Head of Marine Transportation at
SCA Logistics.

Open up opportunities
In addition to the reliable services
shown below, SCA Logistics operates
regular traffic to both Poland and Turkey.
They also arrange transportation to most
destinations if there is a demand. The vessels
operate according to a fixed schedule and
with the following routes:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Philadelphia, USA
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Hull, England
Two different destinations in France
Three different destinations i Spain
Italy
Morocco

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Linda Snell.

freight by rail and sea. A decision that
means a distinct competitive disadvantage
for SCA and other major industries in the
region. Transportation and logistics costs
constitute a substantial portion of the
goods value when it comes to the heavier
kinds and the decisions concerning these
are crucial to our competitiveness.
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Arcwise packaging
makes your brand
stand out

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: SCA.

®

A new technology that provides the opportunity to integrate graphic design with
curved shaped packaging. Having the rigidity of corrugated board, Arcwise® material
gives you means for premiumization of your packaging.
And at the same time reduces carbon
footprint through lightweighting.

The Swedish premium hamburger restaurant
Burgersson takes the takeaway experience
further with Arcwise®. “Cartonboard was too
weak, and corrugated board did not have
the flexibility. Arcwise was the only suitable
material,” says Magnus Viström, Innovation
Manager at SCA Forest Products.

7

The development and design team at Arcwise within SCA Forest Products has won a Worldstar Award in the Beverages category for the “Vasa Rink”.
Besides the eye-catching effect in the store, the tray has a second life as a table hockey game. Involved parties: Vasa brewery (who launched the tray),
Glomma Papp (who produced the tray).

“Arcwise supports brand owners’ quest
for new innovative packing that makes
their brands stand out in the highly competitive market place. It offers totally new
design possibilities while having a significant lightweighting potential, thereby also
improving environmental performance,”

“Research has clearly
shown that smooth curves are
more appealing than straight
lines and sharp angles”.
says Magnus Viström, Innovation Manager
at SCA Forest Products, which offers the
technology to packaging manufacturers
under licence.
Gentle curves appeal to customers
The degrees of freedom in designing corrugated board packaging to suit a particular
product have thus increased, with rounded
shapes and a unique design, something
that has not been possible until now.
“Traditional corrugated board is
used in packaging with straight sides

and sharp edges. We have created a
technology where round shapes can
be used in packaging design. This is
of particular interest because research
has clearly shown that smooth curves
are more appealing than straight lines
and sharp angles,” says Magnus.
Inspiration comes from nature, where
rounded shapes are not only beautiful
but also an optimal structure for efficient
material utilisation. Lower material
usage is of course in line with society’s
growing demands for sustainability.

Provides an enhanced print quality
An Arcwise packaging solution will,
besides offering a curved shaped attractive
design, provide an enhanced print quality
thanks to redistribution of material from
the inner to the presentation liner.
“For a packaging producer, there is no
need to make any specific investments
since the material can be manufactured
on a conventional corrugated machine.
Arcwise packaging can also be erected
and filled in existing filling machines at the
brand owner’s site,” Magnus rounds off.

ARCWISE ® PROVIDES:
–
–
–
–

Unique curved shaped packaging with the rigidity of corrugated board
Designs that stand out in Point-Of-Sale
Curved shapes are perceived as more attractive than objects with sharp angles
Clever integration of graphic design with curved packaging shapes opens up for
enhanced brand and product association
– Evoking curiosity, e.g. by seamlessly extending a graphic design from one
packaging panel to the next thanks to round corners
– Extensive material saving potential through lightweighting
– Sustainability: renewable, biodegradable and potential for substantially
lower CO2 footprint

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Sources: Port of Gothenburg, Swedish Confederation of Transport Enterprises. Foto: Håkan Flank.
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Call for end
to costly
dock
conflict
A prolonged union dispute at Port of Gothenburg’s container terminal is hitting
Sweden’s export companies hard. Constant strikes and standstills at the terminal have
been commonplace for a year and more and more people are voicing their strong
disapproval at the price trade and industry is being forced to pay.
“We demand an immediate solution to the conflict and changes in the law to prevent
similar situations in the future,” says Per Hidesten, Managing Director of
the Swedish Association of Industrial Employers.

Six out of ten containers that are imported
or exported to and from Sweden pass through
Scandinavia’s biggest port – Gothenburg.
But over the past year severe disruptions
have occurred as a result of a conflict
between the container terminal’s operator
APM Terminals and the dockworkers’
union, which has taken to industrial action
in the form of strikes and blockades.

Enormous export value affected
The Swedish Association of Industrial
Employers represents almost 1,000
member companies in Sweden’s base
industry, which among others includes
the paper mill and sawmill sector. The
organisation is extremely worried about
the consequences that the docks conflict
has entailed for the companies so far.

“It’s unacceptable. Our calculations show
that an export value of SEK 600 million
passes through the container terminal every
month for the forest industry alone. Sweden
is situated a long way from the market and
it is crucial that our ports function. They
are our door to the world,” Per Hidesten,
Managing Director of the Swedish Association of Industrial Employers goes on.

9

Trade and industry are demanding an immediate
end to the conflict at the container terminal in
Gothenburg. “It’s our Swedish export companies
who are having to pay a high price and we can’t
accept that. Our ports have to function,” says
Per Hidesten, Managing Director of the Swedish
Association of Industrial Employers.

10

Sawmills that export to Asia are a clear
example of players who have suffered
severe economic setbacks.
“Some have had to deal with enormous
disruptions and in our judgement the s aw-

would in a work shortage situation,
that is to say with cutbacks and
redundancies,” Per Hidesten goes on.
The haulage industry and others
involved in the logistics at Port of

National Mediation Office to analyse
conflicts of this nature. Trade and
industry organisations do not consider
this to be sufficient and are pressing for
changes to the law that will prevent

“If the conflict is allowed to continue, there is a significant risk that important
business will be lost, which may ultimately result in jobs being lost”.
mills alone may suffer cost increases
of SEK 60 million a month when the
conflict leads to standstills at the
terminal,” he says.
Negative domino effect
In addition to the direct consequences,
the conflict triggers a domino effect of
consequences that become more serious
the longer it continues.
“Our companies risk losing market
shares, which can cause immediate
production stoppages. And the
companies can then only act as they

Gothenburg have also been hit hard as
the export companies have been forced to
choose other transportation routes and
volumes at the container terminal have
shrunk. This also puts pressure on other
terminals around the country that
also find themselves in a challenging
situation as a result of the saturated
export market.
Demand changes to the law
The Swedish government has said that
it understands the seriousness of the
situation and has commissioned the

industrial action being taken by
competing unions where, in a national
perspective, a collective agreement with
the union representing the majority of
the employees is in fact in place.
“We are very concerned about this
situation and it must be resolved without
delay. The politicians must deal with it
now and parliament must decide on an
amendment to the legislation. We are
doing everything we can on all fronts to
make people realise the seriousness on
the problem,” says Per Hidesten.

THE CONFLICT IN BRIEF
– As far as the Swedish labour market is
concerned, the principle is that all employees
in a particular industry are to be covered by
one and the same collective agreement,
that is to say the same rights and obligations.
The employees at a workplace are thus not
to have different conditions depending on
which union they belong to.
– Through the employers’ and industry
association Ports of Sweden, APM Terminals,
which operates the container terminal at Port
of Gothenburg, has entered into a collective
agreement with the Swedish Transport
Worker’s Union, which regulates all work at
Swedish ports. A collective agreement while
in force is subject to a no-strike clause and

industrial action may not be taken by any
of the parties.
– The Swedish Dockworkers’ Union is an
offshoot of the Swedish Transport Workers’
Union and has not entered into any collective
agreement with Ports of Sweden. The union
therefore does not have to observe the no-strike
clause and can, hence, take industrial action
during negotiations with the employer, as it
has done repeatedly since April 2016.
– It is not possible for APM Terminals to
enter into other collective agreements with the
Swedish Dockworkers’ Union when it already
has one with the Swedish Transport Workers’
Union. APM Terminals has therefore offered a

Sources: Port of Gothenburg, Swedish Confederation of Transport Enterprises.

so-called local collective agreement, whereby
the existing collective agreement would also
apply to the Swedish Dockworkers’ Union.
The union has in turn put forward its own
demands concerning among other things
work environment matters that the employer
considers unreasonable.
– In March the National Mediation
Office presented yet another offer,
whereby the Swedish Dockworkers’ Union
would be an equal trade union stakeholder.
APM Terminals said yes while the Swedish
Dockworkers’ Union rejected the offer
and introduced further industrial action.
The conflict in Gothenburg has now been
going on for a year.

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Linda Snell.
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Container
shipping faces
critical turning point
On 1 April the shipping companies formed new constellations when four
alliances became three and with fewer players involved. The changes have
led to instability in the shipping companies’ service and availability, which
has affected bookings, lead-times and departure and arrival days.
“The export side is very congested. Before the new loops have fully settled,
it’s difficult to say when the situation will ease,” says Magnus Wikström,
Head of Marine Transportation at SCA Logistics.

In a shipping company landscape in a state
of change, new ways must be found to
deliver one’s goods. New transport mode
solutions, ports and routes have been
SCA Logistics’ strategy in the current
turbulent situation.

12

The container shipping industry has been
contending with the biggest financial crunch
in its 60-year history. The industry’s longstanding issue of excessive numbers of
container ships chasing inadequate volumes
of cargo is one problem. Together with
new alliances of container ship operators,
the overall situation has caused turbulence
in exports from Europe to Asia.
“There’s been a great deal of anxiety

Full export market from Europe to Asia
The imbalance between demand to move
cargo and the supply of ships has caused
financial stress for years. And things became
even more stressed at the turn of the year
when capacity decreased and departures
became fewer. Due to great uncertainty and
poor finances several operators chose to
cancel departures at the time of the Chinese
New Year, which left large volumes waiting

“Our methods may not be working to the
same extent any longer. We have to rethink
and find capacity to get our continuously
increasing volumes to their destinations.
Things are going well for industry and the
demand to export freight to the Far East is
increasing at the same time as supply has
seen a dramatic decline. A review of the
market will hopefully result in a positive
change,” Magnus rounds off.

THE CURRENT
EXPORT SITUATION
IN BRIEF:

“We have to rethink and find capacity to get our continuously
increasing volumes to their destinations”.
and instability in the market with fully
booked departures that make it difficult to
ship one’s goods. A situation that affects
the entire export industry,” Magnus goes on.
Shake-up involves all the top 15 lines
A recent wave of deals is reducing the number
of lines, while South Korea’s Hanjin
Shipping last year became the first big
container ship operator to enter bankruptcy since 1986. The shake-up involves
almost all the top 15 lines in mergers and
new industry alliances. They will be replaced
by two new groupings: The Alliance of
five container ship operators led by
Hapag-Lloyd and the Ocean Alliance of
four companies spearheaded by France’s
CMA CGM. The 2M alliances of Maersk
Line and Mediterranean Shipping Company
may also change if Korea’s Hyundai
succeeds in its attempt to join.
A small number of players affects
pricing and service
In the biggest of the current transactions,
Hapag-Lloyd is acquiring the container
shipping operations of UASC, while
Maersk Line is buying Hamburg Süd.
But the current changes also pose risks
according to Magnus.
“In the alliances it is not permitted to
carry on price discussions. But with fewer
lines operating in the alliances competition
decreases, which makes it easier for the
operators to manage capacity. This in
turn creates anxiety because it can affect
prices and availability throughout
the export industry.”

to be shipped. During March capacity was
expected to have further decreased from
240,000 TEU per week to a minimum
of 140,000 TEU, making the situation
even worse.
“It’s been difficult to find free capacity
with the companies offering deep sea
transportation. We’ve known about the
limitations for a long time but their extent
has become clearer at the same time as
the number of overbooked ships has
escalated,” Magnus goes on.
Find new routes to export goods
Years of financial stress have finally
put container shipping in a severe crisis.
In a shipping company landscape in a state
of change, new ways must be found to
deliver one’s goods. Independent solutions
with new transport modes, ports and
routes have been SCA Logistics’ strategy in
the current turbulent situation. The
primary objective is to avoid delays, cost
increases and risks that leave customers
without their goods.

–

A large number of cancelled departures
from Asia to Europe over Christmas and
New Year hit exports from Europe as the
ships that were to be loaded in Europe
were forced to remain in Asia.
– The shipping companies have taken
active steps to limit capacity and 		
returned a large part of the container
capacity to the leasing companies.
– The saturated situation means that
the export industry is strongly
considering changing transportation
modes. One example is break bulk, with
45,000 metric tonne ships direct from
the port of loading to for example China.
– Another strategy is to sell in other 		
markets that are not as dependent
on the container as a means of
transportation.
– In the remainder of the markets, the
situation has been more manageable
but they have nonetheless been affected
by the preparations for the new alliances
that are now in place.

The Alliance

Ocean Alliance

2M + HMM*

(until 2022)

(until 2022)

(until 2020)

29%

41%

21%

New alliances to take effect in late April.

Solution-oriented approach
opening new routes
The current situation in the global container shipping industry requires flexibility, creativity and a solutionoriented attitude. Finding new routes for containerised goods is the challenge and SCA Logistics is working
on a broad front to find container solution with free capacity. A successful effort that is paying off.
“We don’t stand and fall with one single
solution when our customers need to send
their products round the world. We need 
to locate empty containers and available
capacity on deep sea vessels. and we’ve
found some good alternatives,” says NilsJohan Haraldsson, VP Marketing and
Sales, SCA Logistics & Sourcing.
Largest capacity in Rotterdam
Most deep sea container exports from
northern Sweden are shipped via SCA
Logistics’ own Container Express solution.
Containers are loaded in Umeå and Sundsvall for onward transportation to Europe’s
biggest container port, Rotterdam, where
they are transhipped.
“Rotterdam is a vey important hub
for both exports and imports to Europe
and where we find most strings to
deep sea destinations. In Rotterdam
we also find the largest capacity”,
says Nils-Johan Haraldsson.

Strong independent solutions
Finding other solutions when volumes
grow and capacity is a limiting factor is a
challenge. A big advantage for SCA Logistics is the possibility to dispatch via other
Swedish ports than the usual ones, with
the exception of Gothenburg with the
situation as it is at present (see page 8).
Another independent solution that SCA
Logistics offers is to ship via Kiel, where
deep sea containers are stuffed for onward
transportation via Hamburg.

When it comes to timber products, most of
the stuffing is done in Umeå and Sundsvall
and a complementary solution is break
bulk shipments to Rotterdam, where deep
sea containers are stuffed using a recently
installed slide loader.
“Alternative solutions are rarely
cheaper, but we resolve our customers’
shipping problems in this difficult market
situation”, Nils-Johan Haraldsson says.

“We’ve found some
good alternatives.”
Tough situation for a while
The present tight situation may continue
for a while and it is difficult to say when
it will become easier.
“Cancelled departures, new alliances
and new loops that need to settle. It’s all
tied together. And it will take time. We
think the situation will stabilise during
the spring and before the summer,”
Nils-Johan Haraldsson rounds off.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Linda Snell.
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Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Linda Snell.
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Increased volumes in
Sundsvall and Umeå
strengthen service

15

SCA Logistics saw a strong start to the year with a growth of 17–18 per cent
at both ports compared to the previous year. The strategy to containerize
more has succeeded, which allows bigger vessels to operate the seas and
offer customers more capacity.
“It means that we can offer a wide-ranging, cost-effective service that
strengthens our customers’ competitiveness,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson,
VP Marketing and Business Development at SCA Logistics.

16

There are several aspects to the increased
volumes, in which containerisation is an
important component. The need for the
global, standardized load carrier is also
increasing for short sea destinations.
“As the infrastructure in Europe has
improved, shipping by container has
also increased,” Nils-Johan goes on.
Another important reason is the
recent instability in the global container
market and the industrial dispute at
Port of Gothenburg. These have created
long waiting times to ship one’s goods,
which has resulted in more and more
volumes being moved from the west
coast up to the coast of Norrland.
“A third aspect is the progress of
globalisation, which is leading to
more of SCA Logistics’ customers
selling more in the global marketplace,
mainly to Japan and other south
east Asia,” Nils-Johan adds.
Positive development that
gives increased capacity
The increase in containerisation at the
ports allows SCA Logistics to benefit from
the advantages of being a major player with
larger vessels and greater capacity.
“The large scale of our operations
means that our vessels grow and we
get more efficient terminals, which
leads to competitive solutions for
our customers,” says Nils-Johan.
Despite the disturbances in the
global shipping market, the company
has managed to find new solutions to
be able to deliver the containers.
“We succeeded well with solving
container deliveries and we see even larger
volumes coming. If it continues, we will
change up to larger vessels during the
second half of the year,” says Nils-Johan.
Investments for steady
growth in the container area
New cranes at both ports are meeting the
increasing demand for efficient handling.
The container terminal in Sundsvall was
also rebuilt last summer to be able to

handle increasing volumes and receive
bigger vessels. More container stuffing
stations have also been built and load plates
installed for stuffing timber products.
“These developments support
the construction of a new container
terminal in Sundsvall and strengthen
the region in its work as an efficient
transportation hub. Step by step the
port is increasing its capacity and is
preparing for steady growth in the
container area,” Nils-Johan rounds off.

“New cranes at both ports are meeting the
increasing demand for efficient handling. Step
by step the ports is increasing its capacity and
is preparing for steady growth in the container
area,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson, VP Marketing
and Business Development, SCA Logistics.

“The large scale of our operations means that our
vessels grow and we get more efficient terminals, which
leads to competitive solutions for our customers”.
Antal
Cont.

2016

+ 17,5%

19 415 Cont.

20 000

2015
16 521 Cont.

2016
14 778 Cont.

15 000

2015
12 621 Cont.

10 000

5 000

Sundsvall

Umeå

+ 17,1%

Ready to bring increased
containerisation on board
Preparing for future growth and increasing container volumes, SCA Logistics
Rotterdam has built an additional stuffing and stripping station at one of
Europe’s biggest ports. Expansion at Port of Rotterdam continues.
SCA Logistics is investing in a new
stuffing and stripping station at Port of
Rotterdam. With an additional capacity
of 75–100 containers per day the terminal
will meet the need to handle more containers.
“Now we are able to provide our
customers with augmented stuffing and
stripping capacity, including all the
services they need,” says Terminal
Manager Roelf Buist.

is part of the development of an important
hub for future flows of goods,” Roelf Buist
goes on.
New possibilities for all types of goods
“Due to increased containerization of
forest products we needed additional
capacity to deal with stripping and
stuffing of containers,” says Terminal
Manager Roelf Buist.

“Our terminal is centrally located
in the largest port in Europe”.
More efficient handling
Providing a more efficient handling of
container goods, the new station is situated
in a warehouse next to the container yard.
The warehouse has a capacity of 15,500 m2
and ensures weatherproof handling of goods.
“Our terminal is centrally located in the
largest port in Europe and our investment

The new location is also suitable
for other products, such as metal and
palletized cargo of all kinds.
“We are now ready to bring higher
volumes on board in a more effective
way and with that we are launching
completely new possibilities for our
customers,” Roelf Buist rounds off.

SCA LOGISTICS’ TERMINAL

PORT OF ROTTERDAM
Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe
and has the highest number of container
departures. Our terminal is centrally
located in the port and loading and
unloading all types of vessels in our
docking facilities is fast and efficient.
With excellent access to and from the
North Sea without locks, bridges or tidal
restrictions and supported by the most
advanced technical port equipment,
navigation to the terminal is easy,
reliable, fast and efficient. We also have
excellent facilities for transportation by
rail and road.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: SCA.
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Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Bergkvist Foto.
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Spring milestones
in the new Östrand
Sweden’s biggest industrial project will generate an increase of 500,000 metric tonnes of wood
pulp to be transported via SCA Logistics Terminal Sundsvall and out onto the world market.
The logistics of the implementation can be compared to a large jigsaw puzzle with thousands
of pieces to be laid in the right place in the right order and at the right time.
Fibre line construction start
At the end of February construction of
the building that will house Östrand’s
new fibre line will begin. The 105 metre
long, 22 metre wide and 27 metre tall
building will be erected over the course
of twenty weeks.
One of Project Helios’ challenges
Commissioning of the green liquor
filter is the first of five milestones in the
Causticizing sub-project, which is one
of Project Helios’ challenges.
“For a period of one and a half
years the operators in this part of the

Construction start fibre line.

New green liquor filter, the first of five
milestones in sub-project.
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ABOUT HELIOS:
SCA Östrand is investing SEK 7.8 billion
to be able to double its production
capacity to 900,000 tonnes of bleached
kraft pulp a year. The new mill will be
run up in stages until it reaches full
capacity in 2021.

Façade supplied by SCA Timber.

manufacturing process will be working
with four different solutions in order
to run the plant at different stages of
the project. They will need training
and new routines on a continuous
basis,” says Ingela Ekebro.
Work ongoing on the façade of
the new operating centre
The new operating centre is due to be
ready for training courses and simulation of future operations at Östrand
on 1 July. The new plant will be
test-run before it is ready to be
commissioned.

Timber façade a natural choice
The work of putting on the façade is going
on at present and as is appropriate in a
region where the forest is an important
source of prosperity and growth the façade
is made of timber.
“The beautiful timber façade has
its origins in our forests and is being
supplied by SCA Timber,” Ingela Ekebro
tells us with pride in her voice.
Construction continues
whatever the weather
Project Helios runs according to plan
in weather conditions that at times can

involve a serious risk of slipping on the
site. The mild winter means that snow
alternately thaws and freezes, forming ice
as a result. But all in all, the small amount
of snow that has fallen this winter has been
positive for the work that continues in all
kinds of weather.
“Half a metre of snow naturally covers
things up on a construction site. This
winter, we haven’t had to use a lot of
energy clearing snow to find things like
pipes, reinforcement materials and other
construction elements,” Ingela Ekebro says.

Mild winter positive
for the project.

Ingela Ekebro, General Project
Manager, SCA Östrand, is
responsible for eight different
sub-projects running as planned.
Here she talks about some of the
pieces of the puzzle to be laid
during spring 2017.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Per-Anders Sjökvist.
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Opposition may
delay construction start
The extension of Tunadal port in Sundsvall with a container port, intermodal terminal and new
logistics areas will result in a modern logistics park which will be one of Sweden’s most important
transport hubs. The Land and Environmental Court is currently considering the project’s
environmental impact assessment and its verdict is due in April.

The go-ahead for Sundsvall Logistics
Park, which will give efficient freight
transportation and increased com
petitiveness for the industry in the region
in the future, is preceded by a legal
process to secure community planning
in accordance with democratic principles
where everyone concerned can have
their say.

Proceedings in February
On 7–9 February, proceedings were held
at the Land and Environmental Court
concerning its examination of the environ
mental impact assessment concerning the
extension of the container port and a new
intermodal terminal next to the present
Tunadal port and on the land areas at
Petersvik.

Sundsvall Logistics Park is the applicant
in the case and during the proceedings
presented a great amount of material
for the Land and Environmental Court.
The “Save Petersvik Group” was also
well represented during the proceedings
and gave their views on the regionally
sensitive issue.
A decision can take twelve months
If the court finds in favour of Sundsvall
Logistics Park in its verdict in April, the
opposing side can lodge an appeal with

“The new container
terminal will contribute
to efficient handling of
increased volumes”.
the Land and Environmental Court in
the first instance. A decision in the matter
may then take another twelve months.
“We’re hoping of course for a quick
process, because SCA Logistics really
needs to get started on construction. The
new container terminal will contribute to
efficient handling of the increased volumes
that the Helios project and the new pulp
line at Östrand pulp mill will strengthen
the region with,” says Rolf Johannesson,
EVP, SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

The government
continues to pound shipping
The Swedish government’s decision to reintroduce charge-financed ice-breaking
and discontinue the Swedish Maritime Administration’s grant for ice-breaking is a heavy blow to shipping.
Increased transportation costs will make it more difficult for shipping to be a competitive
alternative to road and rail.

The Swedish Maritime Administration’s
new regulations came into effect on 1
January 2017 as a direct consequence of
the government’s decision. In brief, the
regulations mean a general increase in
fairway dues of 8 per cent and 5 per cent
for piloting fees.

shipping in our region hard,” Magnus
Wikström goes on.
The new sulphur directive, which came
into force on 1 January 2015, contains more
stringent requirements concerning the sulphur
content of marine fuel with stricter rules
for the Baltic.

Cost increase of 100 million in 2017
The increase in fairway dues and piloting
fees will result in a cost increase for the
industry amounting to SEK 100 million
in 2017.

Reduced competitiveness
The government’s decision and measures
are in direct contrast to the ambition they
expressed to transfer freight volumes to
waterways. Increased charges for shipping
have a negative impact on the Swedish
labour market, the national economy,
competitiveness, the climate and the
environment.
“Increased costs for shipping and industry
may mean that willingness to invest in the
country will fade as profitability falls,”
Magnus Wikström predicts.

“Nor are these the only
increases that Swedish industry
has suffered in recent years”.
“The government’s decision is totally
wrong. The charge increases will lead to
a substantial increase in the cost of marine
transportation and will skew competition
with other modes of transport,” says
Magnus Wikström, Head of Marine
Transportation at SCA Logistics.
Further increases hit shipping hard
“Nor are these the only increases that
Swedish industry has suffered in recent
years. We also have the consequences of
the new sulphur directive that are hitting

Icebreaker Atle is designed for the purpose
of handling all possible conditions of ice in the
Baltic Sea and Gulf of Bothnia.

INCREASED
FAIRWAY DUES:
Fairway dues have two components.
One is levied on the vessel’s gross tonnage*
and the other on the quantity of freight
loaded and discharged.
Fairway dues based on
vessel’s gross tonnage*

+ 8%

Fairway dues based on weight
of freight loaded and discharged

+ 8%

Piloting fees

+ 5%

* Gross tonnage expresses the size of the vessel and
is based on the vessel’s enclosed space (the volume
of all enclosed areas).

THE INDUSTRY’S AND
PORTS’ PROTEST AGAINST
INCREASED CHARGES:
The Swedish Shipowners’ Association,
SEKO seafarers’ branch and the Maritime
Officers’ Association have set up the
“Blue Growth” initiative to increase
awareness of shipping’s importance for
employment, the environment, growth and
Sweden’s security. In a joint appeal by the
industry and the ports, they urge everyone
concerned by the increased charges to
sign the protest.
Sign here: www.skrivunder.com/
sjofarts-_och_hamnuppropet_2017.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Sjöfartsverket.
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Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöqvist.

“When the tracks are upgraded and electrified, longer,
heavier trains will be able to be operated with shorter
lead-times as a result,” says Urban Häggkvist, Manager
Nordic Forwarding at SCA Logistics.

Railway investment
means more efficient logistics
at Port of Sundsvall
The new rail link is one of a number of important investments in the development of efficient
transportation in the region, with connections between road, rail and shipping. Better prerequisites
give cost-effective transportation and contribute to stronger competitiveness for the region’s
industries and environmental gains when the traffic load decreases.
The solution is the result of a collaborative effort by SCA, the National Transport
Administration, Sundsvall Municipality
and Region Västernorrland. The plans
involve a new railway link connecting the
Ådalen Line with the Tunadal track at
Maland, and upgrading of the line to Port
of Sundsvall that will enable direct rail
transportation without traffic congestion
and locomotive turning.
“Accessibility for freight transportation
by rail to and from Port of Sundsvall

is limited at present. When the tracks
are upgraded and electrified, we will
be able to operate longer, heavier trains
with shorter lead-times as a result,”
says Urban Häggkvist, Manager Nordic
Forwarding at SCA Logistics.
In the first stage, the Tunadal track
will be upgraded and electrified
Construction is planned to begin in 2018
and is due to be completed in 2021. This
will connect the Tunadal track with the

Ådalen Line at Maland. The Ådalen
Line is an important route for freight
transportation. The project will make
transportation easier with a solution
where the trains do not burden the
heavily loaded Ådalen Line unnecessarily.
“The Tunadal track is an important
link for rail transportation to and from
Port of Sundsvall and Tunadal sawmill.
With a new, faster saw line the proximity
to the new connection is an important
part of getting the increased volumes out.
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Timrå

The same applies to the warehouses for
one of the world’s biggest publication
paper mills and SCA’s own pulp mills
that are both located at Port of Sundsvall.
The upgrading will strengthen the pulp
mill’s investment of SEK 8 billion that
will double its production capacity and
increase volumes (see page 18). The
project will also create prerequisites for
an intermodal terminal with a better
link to the port,” Urban goes on.

Östrand
massaindustri

Alnö

Double-track and an extra
passing track are the solution
The solution means that the Tunadal track
will be double-track and have an extra
passing track to enable locomotives to be
turned. Part of the line will be upgraded

Maland

Johannedal

“We will see environmental
gains when we can combine
rail, road and shipping”.
Maland A – Malandvägen, Partial double-track.
First stage: third crossing track at Birsta crossing station
for locomotive turning on northbound trains.

and electrified at the same time. This will
allow direct transportation by electric
train along the Tunadal track in a way
that is cost-effective and sustainable in
the long term.
“We will see environmental gains
when we can combine rail, road and
shipping. Another effect is that we will be
able to switch from truck to rail, which
will also have a positive impact on the
environment in the region,” Urban says.
The second stage will benefit
northbound freight traffic
During the second stage, the Ådalen Line
will be extended to achieve the best longterm solution. The plan also involves a
third passing track that will make it easier
for northbound trains to change direction.
“Turning the trains steals capacity on
the railway and restricts accessibility on
both crossing roads and pedestrian and
cycle paths. In just a few years’ time, this
will mean faster and easier changes mainly
for northbound freight transportation and
it will also make passenger traffic easier,”
Urban rounds off.

Tunadal

Tunadals sågverk

New location of the Ådalen Line with triangle track.
Tunadalshamnen

Will be closed.
Area for expansion of new intermodal terminal and
container port.

Ny kombiterminal
Ny containerhamn
Ortviken
pappersbruk

Sundsvall

THE MALAND AND
TUNADAL TRACK IN BRIEF
–
–
–
–
–

New connection between the Ådalen Line and the Tunadal track at Maland
New double track from Maland to Birsta
New passing track at Birsta passing station
Upgrading and electrification of the Tunadal track, Tunadal–Maland
Discontinuation of the existing Tunadal track, Maland–Timrå

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Copenhagen Malmö Port.
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Loads of new cars
every week from
Malmö to Sundsvall
and Umeå

The market for new cars in Sweden is growing substantially and, like 2015, 2016 was a record year.
For Autolink, who transport cars from manufacturers to Swedish dealers, this means that they n
 eeded
to go by new, more efficient routes. They found the solution at SCA Logistics, who today transport up
to sixty cars a week by ship from Malmö to Sundsvall and Umeå.
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In collaboration with Copenhagen Malmö
Port, which is the Nordic region’s largest
car port and a major hub for imports of

“We see opportunities to
develop volumes”.
cars to Sweden, SCA Logistics offers a new
concept with northbound car transportation
from Malmö to ports along the Swedish coast.

Since December 2016 Autolink transports
some 40–60 new cars a week from Malmö
to Sundsvall and Umeå.
“It’s very gratifying to be able to offer
SCA Logistics our services, our experience
and our expertise in handling cars. This
new fine service strengthens our position
and our offering as a car port and logistics
hub,” says Ann-Charlotte Halldén Åkeson,
Key Account Manager, Copenhagen
Malmö Port.
New sea routes for greater capacity
Every Sunday the cars are loaded on board

SCA Logistics’ vessels in Malmö. They
reach Umeå on Tuesday and Sundsvall
on Wednesday for onward transportation
to car dealerships in the region.
“Previously we used the railways
but with the present economic boom
in the market we needed to increase
our capacity and find cost-effective
transportation routes to the north of
Sweden,” says Bart Steijaert, Managing
Director of Autolink Sweden AB.
“SCA Logistics offers punctual deliveries
according to a fixed timetable, which is
important to us and our customers.
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There is also less risk of damage on this
kind of spacious, airy, clean vessel. This
ensures that our cars reach their destinations
in the same fine condition as when they
were loaded,” Bart Steijaert goes on.
Great opportunities for more
machine transportation
SCA Logistics’ new service from Kiel to
Umeå and Sundsvall via Malmö is optimal
for rolling cargo like cars, caravans, wheelloaders, trucks, tractors, excavators and
so on. The service that previously offered
transportation of caravans and campers
from Rotterdam and London to northern
Sweden has been extended with calls at
Kiel and has great potential for future
development.
“We see opportunities to develop
additional volumes on the Kiel–Malmö,
Kiel–Umeå/Sundsvall and Malmö–
Sundsvall/Umeå routes,” says Nils-Johan
Haraldsson, VP Marketing and Business
Development, SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

OPTIMISED AS A SERVICE
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF MACHINES:
–
–
–
–

High cargo holds suitable for high vehicles.
High quality and clean vessel.
Over-dimensioned stabilization system.
All cargo weather protected under deck.

– Reliable, fixed and long-term schedule.
– Ice classed vessels offering the same
reliable service all year round.

COPENHAGEN MALMÖ PORT
Copenhagen Malmö Port is the biggest Nordic port for car imports. Around 15 different
brands and almost 400,000 vehicles pass through each year. With a port area customised
for the car industry, Copenhagen Malmö Port offers large staging areas with a dedicated,
damage-free environment where no disrupting activities and operations are carried on in
combination with efficient logistics solutions.

AUTOLINK
Autolink is the leader in car transportation in the Scandinavian market. The company delivers
cars from manufacturers and dealers to companies in the automotive sector and operates in
the Baltic region, Russia and the CIS countries.

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Geminor, Mikael Högström.
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Optimized logistics
when fuels turn
to energy
Logistics is a key component of the secondary fuels solutions operated by Geminor. With functional,
efficient and environmentally conscious logistical routes, substantial volumes of the sustainable
fuel concept RDF are shipped from the UK to northern Europe using SCA Logistics’ services.
With volumes increasing every year, the market is in constant progress.

Geminor offers energy recovery of combustible residual fuels at energy recovery
plants, where the fuel is recycled through
energy recovery that generates electricity
and heat. In 2016, Geminor handled a total
of almost 1.2 million tons of fuel. This is
a record and an increase of over 100,000
tons since 2015. With a growing demand,
new technology and better treatment of the
cargo, the market is about to change over
the years to come.
“In collaboration with SCA Logistics,
we have a long-term plan to build up our
volumes. We are going to grow together
in gradual steps when we see that the
need for our products is increasing. With
an established transport solution that
gives us good delivery dependability,
customer follow-ups and the right
environmental profile, SCA Logistics
strengthens our operations for the future,”
says Geminor CEO Kjetil Vikingstad.
Right kind of fuel behind the increase
They cooperate with more than 70 facilities
for energy recovery of RDF, SRF, waste
wood, bio-fuels from garden waste and
hazardous waste. From the UK, RoRo vessels operated by SCA Logistics are shipping
RDF, a fuel concept that largely consists

of renewable material and constitutes an
alternative, sustainable energy source.
And the market is continuing to increase
its demands.
“We can deliver the right mix of the
fuel, which functions in all types of

cassette. With an open load-bearer, there is
plenty of room and handling is easy, which
prevents the bales being damaged. SCA
Logistics makes strict demands regarding
how the cargo is to look when we plasticise
it and how it is handled during loading

“In collaboration with SCA Logistics, we have a long-term
plan to build up our volumes”.
burners, many of which are sensitive and
cannot handle certain substances. By
creating the right fuel, we can delivery
what the industry wants,” Kjetil goes on.
High demands strengthen
the entire value chain
The established RoRo solution reduces
CO2 emissions and keeps the bales
together from beginning to end. “The
bales are sorted and sealed in plastic
when they are loaded onto the cassettes,
which is a great advantage from an
environmental perspective,” says Per
Mernelius, Geminor Sweden Manager.
“It suits our type of cargo to load it on a

and unloading. It has made demands more
stringent throughout the value chain and
secures the quality of the transportation.
Logistics solutions
that fit the customer
With established offices across the
northern European markets with local
organisations, Geminor are focusing on
being close to their customers. The aim
is to provide logistics solutions that are
optimized to fit the producing customer
and offtaker requirements respectively.
The key is to have strong established
relationships with international
logistics providers.
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“At the same time as we contribute to saving the
environment by reducing fuels to landfill, it also allows us
to offer our clients very competitive transport solutions.
And in turn, that sharpens our competitive edge”,
says Kjetil Vikingstad, CEO of Geminor.

“At the same time as we contribute to
saving the environment by reducing fuels to
landfill, it also allows us to offer our clients
very competitive transport solutions. And
in turn, that sharpens our competitive
edge,” Kjetil adds.
Steady rise with higher
demand for sustainable fuels
Today RDF fuel is transported to two of
SCA Logistics’ ports: Helsingborg and
Oxelösund. Per says there are plans to have
more ports and routes.
“We are a volume industry and we
require large volumes to ship. As a logistics
provider, SCA Logistics contributes a
flexible solution that allows for gradual
increases. We therefore see an opportunity
for extended collaboration since they have
more ports that might suit us in the future.
This means that they fit into our chain
very well.
The future looks bright for Geminor
with new products and new customers.
“The past year has placed us among
the largest companies in Europe
specialized in the supply of recycled fuels
to the EfW industry. We are looking
forward to developing our business
over the year to come,” says Kjetil.

Per Mernelius, Manager
of Geminor Sweden.

Kjetil Vikingstad,
CEO of Geminor.

GEMINOR IN SHORT
Geminor is one of the longest-established companies in Northern Europe specializing
in the supply of fuel products to energy recovery. The company holds supply contracts
with over 70 energy facilities across several countries. The key benefits of the services
Geminor provides to its clients are: Reduction of fuels to landfill, high efficiency energy
generation in R1* rated facilities and logistics solutions that fit the customer.
* Waste Framework Directive R1. The Waste Framework Directive (WFD) has contained a hierarchy of waste
management methodology. To be classed as an R1 operation the process must meet the following criteria:
– The combustion of waste must generate more energy than the consumption of energy by the process itself.
– The greater part of the waste must be consumed during the operation.
– The greater amount of the energy generated must be recovered and used (either as heat or electricity).
– The waste must replace the use of a source of primary energy.

Text: Maria Åman. Source: TT. Photo: Linda Snell/SCA, Kristian Pohl/The Swedish government, Björn Leijon/Swedish Forest Industries Federation.
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Government postpones road
wear tax for heavy traffic
The Swedish government’s proposed road wear tax for heavy vehicles has been under investigation
for two years and the debate has at times been heated. Now the government is disowning the
proposal that has been heavily criticised by trade and industry. No road wear tax will be introduced
in the foreseeable future and a revised proposal is to be drawn up.
The government has rejected the proposal
to introduce a road wear tax that has come
in for heavy criticism from trade and industry,
the Swedish Trade Union Confederation
(LO), and representatives from rural areas.
The critical voices in the debate have said
that the proposal constitutes a threat to
employment, business and the forest
industry and that an undifferentiated tax
might hit rural areas that have no rail or
shipping connections particularly hard.
The government has now come to the same
conclusion and feels that it is not acceptable
to have a road wear tax that makes it more
difficult for Swedish hauliers to compete.
New solution will consider all parties
Minister for the Environment Karolina
Skog says that the government parties are
unanimous in their analysis of the proposal

and that the study had not sufficiently
analysed the possibilities for a geographically
differentiated solution.
“We want a road wear tax that both leads
to freight being transferred from road to
rail and shipping and creates order in the

proposal with the aim of having something
to present during its term in office, i.e.
before autumn 2018.
“We are hoping for a balanced proposal
that takes into account the fact that Swedish
industry has long distances to its end

“The government’s rejection of the study proves
that we were right. So we’ve won a partial victory”.
haulage industry. We will not be satisfied
until we have a proposal that meets both
these objectives,” Karolina Skog goes on.
Hoping for a balanced proposal
The government is now changing gear and
is beginning work on drawing up a revised

customers,” says Vice President, Nordic
Forwarding and Associated Terminals
at SCA Logistics Urban Häggkvist.
“Sweden as a whole and its rural areas in
particular are dependent on both large and
small companies continuing to export
their products. From a national economic
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THE PURPOSE OF THE KILOMETRE TAX
– Heavy traffic must bear its cost to the national economy to a greater extent.
– Less environmental impact from the transport sector.
– Freight transportation shifted from road to rail and waterways.

point of view, these exports are
immensely important for the trade
balance and for society’s development,”
Urban Häggkvist continues.
A partial victory
Karolina Boholm from the Swedish Forest
Industries Federation emphasises that
transferring freight to other modes of
transport like shipping and rail is not
possible in large parts of Sweden’s inland.
“The government has many positive
ideas for promoting a bioeconomy and
bioenergy or realigning Sweden into the
first fossil-free welfare state. You can do
this if you have more bioenergy. Bioenergy
needs transportation and is sensitive to
transportation costs. If you want to achieve
these ambitions, you can’t pit a tax on
distance,” she says.

Even if the government has now rejected
the proposal, Karolina Boholm does not
believe the danger is past.
“The road wear tax idea is not dead
so we at the Swedish Forest Industries
Federation will be continuing our efforts to
influence opinion. But the government’s
rejection of the study proves that we were
right. So we’ve won a partial victory,”
Karolina Boholm rounds off.

Karolina Skog, Minister for the Environment.

Karolina Boholm, Swedish Forest
Industries Federation.

Text: Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Shutterstock, Per-Anders Sjöqvist.
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Swedish
trees spread
fragrance around
the world
Turpentine is collected in the pulp process
at SCA’s mills and turned into a fragrancecarrier for high-quality perfumes that
remain on the skin for a long time.
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Did you know that fragrance carriers from Swedish forests spread pleasure around the world?
Turpentine extracted from trees at SCA’s mills is an important base for exclusive perfumes
and many other fragrant everyday products.
Both when you take a deep breath of fresh
forest air and sniff a perfume it is the
turpentine from the trees that conveys the
aromas.
The fragrance-carrying properties of
turpentine have been known for a long
time and to begin with the raw material
was collected directly from cuts in the
tree’s trunk. Today SCA’s Ortviken,
Östrand and Obbola mills collect the
turpentine that is released during the
digestion of the wood chips. A large
quantity is exported, some going to
France where it is used to make perfume.

Swedish agent for French company DRT,
who have been making turpentine-based
products since as long ago as 1932.
Fragrant environmental work
In the early days, the product was released
in the form of vapour. As production
volumes increased, the mills began to
collect the vapour and condense and cool
it, turning it into liquid turpentine that
could then be transported in tanks. This
also minimised the odours emitted from
the factories while creating an attractive
ingredient for the perfume industry.
“Turpentine is an attractive raw material

“We are meeting demand as international interest grows, further
strengthening sustainability in our manufacturing process”.

Switches fragrances in the backpack
It is the terpenes in the turpentine that do
the actual work. They also constitute the
“glue” that causes the fragrances to stick,
in the case of perfume to the skin.
“You could say that the terpene has a
backpack where the original fragrance is
carried. This ‘backpack’ can be opened
and the contents replaced so that it
instead carries the fragrance you want,”
explains Mats Thorsson at Logicator,

and the mills’ collecting it is important
environmental work in two senses. The
world’s population is increasing and we
naturally want everybody to smell nice,
so turpentine is really a product with
a future,” Mats Thorsson goes on.
Increased demand,
increased sustainability
Turpentine’s fragrance-bearing properties
are also exploited in many other well-

known products, such as chewing gum,
glue, paint and cosmetics. When SCA
Östrand increases its pulp production,
extraction of turpentine will also increase,
thereby increasing the gain for the environment and the company’s profit.
“Turpentine is a green raw material
with great potential. We are meeting
demand as international interest grows,
further strengthening sustainability
in our manufacturing process,” says
Stefan Modig, strategic purchaser
at SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

FROM FOREST TO
PERFUME BOTTLE
At SCA’s mills timber is transformed into
wood chips that are digested to produce
paper pulp.
– When digestion is complete, the
turpentine has evaporated. The vapour is
condensed and cooled to transform it into
viscous turpentine.
– Tankers collect the turpentine from
the mill and transport it to customers’
factories for further processing.
– The turpentine is heated in a cylinder
to allow different components to be
extracted at different temperatures. The
ones extracted for perfume are primarily
turpentine and alpha-pinene. Turpentine
has fragrance-carrying properties.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Per-Anders Sjöqvist.
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New organisation
is showing good results
In SCA Logistics’ new Forwarding and Associated Terminals organisation, operations are being coordinated
and transport arrangements renegotiated with a better overall picture of transportation and terminal services.

Text: Maria Åman.

Rolf Johannesson, EVP, SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

The new unit is headed by Urban Häggkvist,
Vice President Nordic Forwarding and
Associated Terminals at SCA Sourcing
& Logistics. The first step in coordinating

reorganisation will be even greater with
the ongoing procurement of land transportation services for the rest of the Nordic
region that is estimated to be concluded
at the beginning of April.

“We will be able to
strengthen our customers’
competitiveness”.

Generates cost-effective solutions
“The new organisation has given us a
better overall picture of our transportation and terminal services in the marketplace and we can already see that we will
be able to strengthen our customers’
competitiveness with cost-effective
solutions,” says Rolf Johannesson,
EVP, SCA Sourcing & Logistics.

operations and renegotiating existing
arrangements for transporting kraftliner
and recycled fibre to and from Skövde is
showing good results. The gains from the

New land transport tender applies from 1 April
SCA Logistics and SCA Hygiene’s major tender for land transport services, Road Tender, that
opened on 15 December and that is worth approximately SEK 3 billion annually will soon be
concluded. The new contracts will come into effect on 1 April.
Road Tender makes land transportation
more efficient with optimised flows that
reduce the number of trucks, are more
sustainable from an environmental
point of view and more cost-effective.
Invitations to tender were sent to 2,300
haulage companies and cover SCA
Logistics’ land transportation needs in
Sweden and Europe via the Transporeon
IT platform.
“Road Tender is a substantial p
 rocurement that covers all land transportation
to and from our terminals in Rotterdam,
Kiel, London and all ports that we call
at in Sweden,” explains Urban Häggkvist,
Vice President Nordic Forwarding

and Associated Terminals, SCA Sourcing
& Logistics.

“The tender will result in
prices that are 0.5–1% lower
than at the beginning”.
Outcome on a par with
previous years
The procurement is worth an estimated
SEK 3 billion annually and at the time of
writing some 450 tenders have been

received. Increased costs for fuel
and personnel on the part of the 
sub-contractors are compensated by
increased transport capacity, which
affects prices in a positive direction.
“The trends we see at the present
time are that the tender will result in
prices that are 0.5–1% lower than
before,” says Rolf Johannesson,
EVP SCA Sourcing & Logistics.
We have most active contracts in
the Swedish market and it looks as
if we will be signing contracts with
between 50 and 60 land transportation providers,” Urban Häggkvist
predicts.

Text: Maria Åman. Photo: Alex Perera.

Sweet dreams for the children in the shape of 70 bedsets from IKEA.

We wonder how this little guy will remember
the day he got his wheelchair when he one
day returns to Home of Hope for the annual
reunion at Christmas.

This 35-year-old woman was so excited about the mobility her very first wheelchair gave her.

Container with
hope to Sri Lanka
In collaboration with IKEA Sundsvall, the Pentecostal Church, the Handicap Aids Centre, Rotary and
Lions, SCA Logistics last year sent a container of handicap aids to the Home of Hope children’s home
in Sri Lanka. A contribution that will make day-to-day life easier for poor and disenfranchised children.
Home of Hope in Digane in Sri Lanka is
run by Sundsvall native Alex Perera and
his brother. Over the years they have built
up an efficient aid organisation that is
largely run with the help of companies and
volunteer organisations in Sundsvall.

disabled children at Home of Hope and
increases their quality of life.

Transportation for greater accessibility
SCA Logistics has contributed packing
and transportation of the aids to Sri Lanka.
Wheelchairs, walking frames and other
aids make things more accessible for

“I would like to express my gratitude on
behalf of Home of Hope Sri Lanka and the
people we serve for your generous donation
towards our work”, Alex Perera writes in a
letter to SCA Logistics.

“We at SCA Logistics are happy to be able
to help and to contribute to a better world

“We at SCA Logistics are happy to be able to help”.
by making day-to-day life easier for our
fellow human beings in Sri Lanka”, replies
Nils-Johan Haraldsson, VP Marketing and
Business Development, SCA Logistics.

Big volumes?
No big deal.
Bring it on.
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Contact: For more information regarding freight solutions, please contact
Henrik Fälldin at e-mail henrik.falldin@sca.com or phone +46 60 19 36 20.
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• CLEAN VESSEL • RELIABLE SCHEDULE • HIGH QUALITY
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Our new service from Kiel to Umeå and Sundsvall via Malmö offers
great opportunites for big volumes, heavy load and rolling cargo.
Welcome on board, reach your markets with competitive and
reliable RoRo services at fixed schdule all year round.

UM

SCA Logistics
WE SHARPEN YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE

info.logistics@sca.com

www.scalogistics.se

